
Just say yes
The Yes Yes Yes to
Safe Sex aims to

educate youth on the
issue of HIV AIDS

SHARMILA NAIR

HERE S bad news if there ever is one
The UNAIDS 2008 statistic shows that
more than 7 400 people were infected

with HIV every day last year over 3 000 of
them were young people aged 13 24
Well if you think that is too out there

here s something closer to home According to
our Ministry of Health AIDS ST1 Unit statistics
1 766 people were infected with HIV in the
first half of 2008 and 507 of those were
young people aged 13 29

With HIV AIDS there is no cure only
prevention Awareness and protection are
crucial against the spread of HIV infection
says MTV YIUtt
And prevention is the keyword everyone

should keep in their mind
For the third consecutive year MTV

Networks International joins forces with The that it only aims to arm youngsters with the Youngsters have always supported it as
Body Shop to educate people especially necessary information on preventing HP we could see with the MTV Staying Alive
youngsters on the importance of preventing AIDS That includes introducing them to the campaign And this is not a new campaign
HIV AIDS ABC concept Abstinence Being faithful and that we re introducing it s something that
The Yes Yes Yes to Safe Sex also known as Condoms we re continuing on

Yes Yes Yes to Fighting HIV campaign was We fully encourage abstinence but if a I don t think we should underestimate the
launched recently and unlike its predeces couple is already in a sexual relationship they young They have faster access to information
sors this campaign is set to educate youth on should be faithful to each other and use with Internet and television and if we take
the key concept of prevention is better than condoms for protection says Cheah Foong it for granted and not educate them that s
cure Both MTV and The Body Shop believe that where the problem lies says Utt

The first two years were spent on talking they ll get full support from youngsters as
about HIV AIDS awareness and yet the they did in previous campaigns You can support the Yes Yes Yes To Safe Sex
number of infections are still increas campaign by buying the limited edition
ing That s why this year we ve Tantalising Lip Butter co designed by MTV and
decided to take a stronger stand and The Body Shop at RM26 A total ofRM23from
focus on prevention says The Body the sale of each Tantalising Lip Butter will go
Shop managing director West directly to the Staying Alive Foundation
Malaysia Datin Mina Cheah Foong For more information on this campaign visit
She stresses that people shouldn t wwwye5rosafesex com or

misinterpret this campaign as wwwstaying aliw org
promoting promiscuousness and


